Ultrashort shock waves in nickel induced by femtosecond laser pulses
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The structure and evolution of ultrashort shock waves generated by femtosecond laser pulses in single-crystal nickel films are investigated by molecular dynamics simulations. Ultrafast laser heating is isochoric, leading to pressurization of a 100-nm-thick layer below the irradiated surface. For low-intensity laser pulses, the highly pressurized subsurface layer breaks into a single elastic shock wave having a combined loading and unloading time \(\approx 10-20 \text{ ps}\). Owing to the time-dependent nature of elastic-plastic transformations, an elastic response is maintained for shock amplitudes exceeding the Hugoniot elastic limit determined from simulations of steady shock waves. However, for high-intensity laser pulses (absorbed laser fluence \(>0.6 \text{ J/cm}^2\)), both elastic and plastic shock waves are formed independently from the initial high-pressure state. Acoustic pulses emitted by the plastic front support the motion of the elastic precursor resulting in a fluence-independent elastic amplitude; whereas the unsupported plastic front undergoes significant attenuation during propagation and may fully decay within the metal film.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, shock compression has been established as one of the most important methods for exploring the dynamical strength of metals.\(^1\) It is well known that a shock wave of moderate intensity consists of both elastic and plastic fronts that spatially separate in time. Material passing through the elastic front is compressed uniaxially and remains in an elastic state until enough time has elapsed to transform the material into a plastic state through the generation and transport of defects. By observing how the crystal lattice evolves behind the elastic front, one may recover critical information about the processes responsible for initiating plastic deformation inside the shock wave.

The extremes of pressure and temperature generated during shock compression strongly impede real-time measurements of the sample’s microstructural evolution. Therefore researchers rely on indirect observation of the dynamics at the sample’s rear surface to infer major properties of the shock wave. Specifically, the velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR) technique uses the Doppler shift of light to extract the velocity profile for the rear surface during reflection of the shock wave.\(^5\) Rear-surface velocity profiles obtained from shock compression experiments in metals using the VISAR technique have shown, independent of impact velocity, that the amplitudes of elastic precursors were low \(\sim 0.1 \text{ GPa}\) and slowly decaying with propagation distance.\(^7\) However, due to the limited time resolution of VISAR \((>0.1 \text{ ns})\), experimentalists were unable to resolve shock wave splitting in samples much less than a millimeter in thickness. New techniques based on ultrafast laser interferometry\(^6\)-\(^10\) and its variant, ultrafast VISAR\(^11\)-\(^14\) have improved upon the time resolution of the traditional VISAR technique by several orders of magnitude. Using these improved diagnostics in recent laser-driven shock compression experiments, shock wave splitting has been resolved in micrometer and submicrometer-thick metal films.\(^7\)\(^12\)\(^14\)-\(^17\)

While high-velocity impactors have long been the conventional method for generating shock waves in metals,\(^1\)\(^4\) irradiation by laser pulses has recently emerged as an attractive alternative, owing to its unique ability to couple shock-wave generation and diagnostics in a single shot (pump-probe technique).\(^7\)\(^11\)\(^12\)\(^14\)-\(^18\) In the pioneering experimental work,\(^7\) ultrashort shock waves generated by femtosecond laser pulses were investigated in submicrometer-thick Ni and Al films. In both materials, single ultrashort shock waves with amplitudes \(\approx 8 \text{ GPa}\) were observed. Because these amplitudes were much larger than those of the elastic precursors observed in piston-driven shock compression experiments on millimeter-thick samples, it was assumed that the ultrashort shock waves were overdriven plastic waves. Under this assumption, however, the directly measured speeds of these waves were too high. It was not until recent experiments\(^7\)\(^12\)\(^14\)\(^15\) and atomistic simulations\(^19\) that the source of this anomalous behavior was identified. In the case of Al, these experiments and simulations showed that ultrashort shock waves are elastic for pressures up to and exceeding 10 GPa.

This work investigates the response of single-crystal Ni films to loading by ultrashort shock waves generated by femtosecond laser pulses (<1 ps) for a wide range of laser intensities. The first section is devoted to simulating ultrashort shock waves produced by low-intensity laser pulses under conditions similar to those in the experiments of Ref. 7. To promote direct comparison between simulated and experimental rear surface velocity profiles, the same film thicknesses are used, with the glass substrate being properly accounted for in simulation. The remaining sections deal with ultrashort shock waves produced by high-intensity laser pulses. By exploring the elastic-plastic response of Ni for shock amplitudes exceeding the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL), these simulations provide insight into how the amplitude of the shock wave may influence the time required for plastic deformations over microscopic time and length scales.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

In metals, the energy of the incident laser pulse is absorbed by conduction electrons within a skin layer of
At a time \( \tau \approx 7 \) ps following laser energy absorption in Ni, the electronic and ionic subsystems have reached thermal equilibrium and the electron thermal wave has penetrated a depth \( d_T \). For most metals including Ni, the electron-ion thermal equilibration time \( \tau \) is less than the acoustic time \( t_i = d_T/c_s \), where \( c_s \) is the longitudinal sound speed of the irradiated material. If the thickness of the film \( l_x > d_T \), thermal expansion of the film during laser heating is negligible; therefore a highly pressurized layer forms below the irradiated surface.\(^{21}\)

The laser-metal interactions develop within two coupled stages. The first stage is laser energy absorption and electron-ion thermalization, which is described by a one-dimensional two-temperature hydrodynamics model (2T-HD).\(^{22}\) The second stage includes all physical processes involving interactions among ions, and is modeled by molecular dynamics (MD). The 2T-HD and MD simulations are linked via the one-dimensional ion temperature distribution \( T_0(x) \) obtained from 2T-HD simulation at the end of the two-temperature stage, \( t = \tau \approx 7 \) ps:

\[
T_0(x) = T_I e^{-x^2/d_T^2} + 300 \text{ K},
\]

where \( x \) is the distance from the irradiated surface, \( d_T \) is the heating depth, and \( T_I \) is related to the maximum surface temperature by \( T_I = T_f + 300 \text{ K} \). It has been shown for Au and Al that for absorbed fluences ranging between the ablation and spallation thresholds, \( d_T \) does not vary appreciably.\(^{20,23}\) We assume the same condition holds for Ni as well. A 2T-HD simulation near the ablation threshold gives \( d_T = 60 \) nm. In our simulations, we fix \( d_T \) at this value despite the fact that fluences for high-intensity laser irradiation are well beyond the spallation threshold. The laser heating is reproduced in MD simulations by establishing the \( T_0(x) \) profile through use of a Langevin thermostat that runs during the electron-ion thermalization time \( 0 < t < \tau \).

To accurately describe materials response at high temperatures and pressures induced by femtosecond laser heating, our MD simulations employ a new embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potential for Ni. Following the approach of Ref. 23, the potential was fit to cold stress tensor components calculated by density-functional theory for a wide range of hydrostatic and uniaxial deformations as well as to experimental properties near equilibrium, such as lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic moduli, stacking fault, vacancy formation, and vacancy migration energies. In an effort to minimize the incompatibility between the experimental and \textit{ab initio} parts of the database, all cold stress tensor data were scaled prior to fitting. A similar rescaling of \textit{ab initio} data was done in Ref. 24. The melting point at zero pressure simulated by the new EAM potential \( T_m = 1711 \) K is in good agreement with the experimental value of 1728 K.\(^{25}\) The simulated melting line agrees well with experimental points\(^{26-28} \) up to pressures \( \approx 40 \) GPa. The elastic and plastic branches of the Hugoniot for the new EAM potential are shown in Fig. 2. Good agreement with experiment along the plastic branch demonstrates that the new EAM potential provides a reliable description of Ni under shock compression. Further details regarding fitting and validation of the potential can be found in the Ref. 29.

The MD simulations are performed for samples with dimensions \( l_x \times l_y \times l_z \), where the \( x \) axis is oriented along the direction of the laser pulse, see Fig. 1. Single-crystal samples with the \( x \) axis oriented along the [100], [110], and [111] crystallographic directions are investigated. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed along the transverse directions \( y \) and \( z \), whereas the frontal and rear surfaces of the samples are free, see Fig. 1. All simulations presented in this paper are for samples with a transverse cross-section of \( 16 \times 12 \) nm\(^2 \), which was found to be more than sufficient to exclude effects of transverse sample size on plasticity. In fact, samples with a much smaller transverse cross-section of \( 8 \times 8 \) nm\(^2 \) exhibit the same plastic response. The larger cross-section is used to create smoother profiles of physical variables. The thicknesses of the Ni films deposited on the glass substrate, 250, 467, and 839 nm, are the same as in experiment.

To more closely approximate experimental samples containing many pre-existing defects, vacancies at a 0.1% concentration are randomly distributed in all samples. A major effect of the vacancies is to reduce the pressure at the HEL \( P_{\text{HEL}} \) from that of the perfect crystal.\(^{31}\) For [110] crystal with vacancies, \( P_{\text{HEL}} = 39.6 \) GPa compared to 50.6 GPa for a perfect material. The location of the HEL in Fig. 2 was obtained from piston-driven MD simulations as the onset of elastic-plastic shock-wave splitting in micrometer-thick Ni films. It was found that the pressure of the elastic precursor is not entirely pinned in the splitting regime. Rather, it is a slowly decreasing function of the piston velocity. In the case of the Ni sample with vacancies, \( P_{\text{HEL}} = 39.6 \) GPa was determined at the lowest piston velocity corresponding to the onset of the plastic wave.

The glass substrate is modeled by a layer of pseudoglass composed of Ni\(^*\) pseudoatoms, see Fig. 1, which are arranged in the same crystal structure as the original Ni film. The mass of the Ni\(^*\) pseudoatoms is modified to reproduce the acoustic impedance \( Z = 11.96 \times 10^6 \text{ kg/m/s} \) of the glass used in experiment. The mass density of the Ni\(^*\) pseudoglass is \( \rho_{\text{Ni}}^* = Z^2/\rho_{\text{Ni}} c_s^2 \), where \( c_s \) is the longitudinal sound speed of the original Ni crystal. For samples oriented in the [110] direction, \( \rho_{\text{Ni}}^* = 0.047 \rho_{\text{Ni}} \).

In addition to the MD simulations, we continued several 2T-HD simulations past the two-temperature stage (\( \tau > \tau \)) for samples with thicknesses 467 and 839 nm. The solution of the 2T-HD equations was obtained on a Lagrangian mesh; the Ni

\[\text{FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of a setup to simulate an ultrashort shock wave produced by irradiation of glass-supported nickel film by femtosecond laser pulse. For high laser intensities, a free-standing nickel film without a Ni\(^*\) pseudoglass layer is used. Profiles are spatially averaged over } y \text{ and } z \text{ directions.}\]
The experimental longitudinal sound speed in polycrystalline Ni, which provides an estimate for the elastic shock-wave velocity \( u_s \), is 6.04 km/s. Because the latter value is close to the theoretical sound speed along the [110] direction, we expect our single crystal [110] results to most closely match the experiment.

Sections (b) and (c) present results for MD simulations extended to higher laser intensities \( >10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), which have not yet been investigated experimentally. Under such high electric field strengths, it is expected that optical breakdown of the glass occurs, thereby preventing any laser energy transmission to the metal surface. Therefore MD simulations for the final two sections are done for free-standing Ni films, which should be used in future experiments at similar laser intensities.

### A. Weak elastic shock waves

Heating of the film by the laser pulse is approximately isochoric over the entire electron-ion thermalization time \( t < \tau \). This leads to a build up of pressure in a 100-nm-thick subsurface layer to the right of the pseudoglass boundary. Within this layer, the local degree of overheating \( \theta \) remains close to unity, \( \theta \) being defined as \( \theta(x) = T(x)/T_m(x) \), where \( T_m(x) \) is the equilibrium melting temperature at position \( x \). Because the time required for homogeneous melting for \( \theta \approx 1 \) is several hundreds of picoseconds, melting of the film proceeds slowly by heterogeneous nucleation of the liquid phase starting from the irradiated metal surface. The onset of melting is followed by decomposition of the pressure profile into two oppositely-traveling compression waves: one propagating into the pseudoglass layer, which is not considered in this work, and the another into the bulk of the Ni film. The thickness of the pseudoglass layer was sufficient to exclude the return of the wave reflected at the left boundary of the sample (shown in Fig. 1) during the time interval relevant to the experiment.

The simulation results are divided into three sections. Section (a) contains details of ultrashort shock-wave simulations performed for glass-supported Ni films irradiated by low-intensity femtosecond laser pulses under the conditions of the experiments in Ref. 7, where the intensity of the laser pulse incident on the glass was \( \sim 10^{11} \text{ W/cm}^2 \). Under such low-intensity irradiation, the glass remains transparent allowing the energy of the entire pulse to be transmitted to the metal surface. Therefore, in our MD simulations, the temperature profile given by Eq. (1) is applied to the Ni film only, such that \( x = 0 \) is placed at the boundary between the pseudoglass and Ni layers of the sample (see Fig. 1).

All the data reported in this paper are obtained from the MD simulations for samples oriented along the [110] direction. Although our simulations for the two other directions ([100] and [111]) have shown similar results, the [110] direction is most relevant to the experiment of Ref. 7, where polycrystalline Ni films were used. It is expected that a weak elastic shock wave propagates in [110] single crystal Ni with a velocity close to that in a polycrystalline sample. The velocity of the weak elastic shock wave is close to the longitudinal sound speed. The theoretical longitudinal sound speeds in single-crystal Ni at normal conditions are 5.34, 5.92, and 6.20 km/s for the [100], [110], and [111] directions, respectively, which should provide good estimates for the elastic shock-wave velocities in the corresponding directions.

The experimental longitudinal sound speed in polycrystalline Ni, which provides an estimate for the elastic shock-wave velocity \( u_s \), is 6.04 km/s. Because the latter value is close to the theoretical sound speed along the [110] direction, we expect our single crystal [110] results to most closely match the experiment.

Sections (b) and (c) present results for MD simulations extended to higher laser intensities \( >10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), which have not yet been investigated experimentally. Under such high electric field strengths, it is expected that optical breakdown of the glass occurs, thereby preventing any laser energy transmission to the metal surface. Therefore MD simulations for the final two sections are done for free-standing Ni films, which should be used in future experiments at similar laser intensities.

### A. Weak elastic shock waves

Heating of the film by the laser pulse is approximately isochoric over the entire electron-ion thermalization time \( t < \tau \). This leads to a build up of pressure in a 100-nm-thick subsurface layer to the right of the pseudoglass boundary. Within this layer, the local degree of overheating \( \theta \) remains close to unity, \( \theta \) being defined as \( \theta(x) = T(x)/T_m(x) \), where \( T_m(x) \) is the equilibrium melting temperature at position \( x \). Because the time required for homogeneous melting for \( \theta \approx 1 \) is several hundreds of picoseconds, melting of the film proceeds slowly by heterogeneous nucleation of the liquid phase starting from the irradiated metal surface. The onset of melting is followed by decomposition of the pressure profile into two oppositely-traveling compression waves: one propagating into the pseudoglass layer, which is not considered in this work, and the another into the bulk of the Ni film. The thickness of the pseudoglass layer was sufficient to exclude the return of the wave reflected at the left boundary of the sample (shown in Fig. 1) during the time interval relevant to the experiment.

The amplitude \( P_{\text{max}} \) of the shock waves observed in experiment for all sample thicknesses was \( \approx 8 \text{ GPa} \). To generate a compression wave in the Ni film of the same amplitude requires an absorbed fluence \( F_{\text{abs}} \approx 50 \text{ mJ/cm}^2 \) in our MD simulations. Due to an increase in the sound speed \( c_s \) with compression, the wave front steepens as it travels through the film. This process of wave-breaking continues until a thin shock front spanning a few lattice planes has formed. The complete process of wave breaking is illustrated in Fig. 3 for an 839-nm film. For 250 and 467-nm films, the wave front is still steepening upon reaching the rear surface. For these cases, the wave incident at the rear surface of the film is not a shock, but rather a sharp compression wave. Material entering the shock (sharp compression) wave is brought to a state along the elastic branch of the P-V Hugoniot, see Fig. 2, then unloaded through the release tail without undergoing any plastic deformation. Therefore, the waves observed in our MD simulations are elastic, which is consistent with the fact that their amplitudes \( \approx 8 \text{ GPa} \) are much less than the theoretical \( P_{\text{HEL}} \), see Fig. 2. In an attempt to induce plasticity at lower pressures, a grain

---

**FIG. 2.** (Color online) Comparison of experimental and simulated P-V Hugoniot for nickel. Circles are the data points obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations along the plastic branch and squares are along the elastic branch. Crosses are data from an experimental database. The diamond is a result of a two-temperature hydrodynamics (2T-HD) simulation. The Hugoniot elastic limits (HEL) found in MD simulations of piston-driven split elastic and plastic shock waves in perfect single-crystal nickel and nickel with a 0.1% concentration of randomly distributed vacancies are shown. Dashed line indicates extension of the elastic branch to short-lived metastable elastic states. Note that this and all subsequent figures correspond to shock compression along the [110] direction.

---

**III. SIMULATION RESULTS**

The simulation results are divided into three sections. Section (a) contains details of ultrashort shock-wave simulations performed for glass-supported Ni films irradiated by low-intensity femtosecond laser pulses under the conditions of the experiments in Ref. 7, where the intensity of the laser pulse incident on the glass was \( \sim 10^{11} \text{ W/cm}^2 \). Under such low-intensity irradiation, the glass remains transparent allowing the energy of the entire pulse to be transmitted to the metal surface. Therefore, in our MD simulations, the temperature profile given by Eq. (1) is applied to the Ni film only, such that \( x = 0 \) is placed at the boundary between the pseudoglass and Ni layers of the sample (see Fig. 1).

All the data reported in this paper are obtained from the MD simulations for samples oriented along the [110] direction. Although our simulations for the two other directions ([100] and [111]) have shown similar results, the [110] direction is most relevant to the experiment of Ref. 7, where polycrystalline Ni films were used. It is expected that a weak elastic shock wave propagates in [110] single crystal Ni with a velocity close to that in a polycrystalline sample. The velocity of the weak elastic shock wave is close to the longitudinal sound speed. The theoretical longitudinal sound speeds in single-crystal Ni at normal conditions are 5.34, 5.92, and 6.20 km/s for the [100], [110], and [111] directions, respectively, which should provide good estimates for the elastic shock-wave velocities in the corresponding directions. The experimental longitudinal sound speed in polycrystalline Ni, which provides an estimate for the elastic shock-wave velocity \( u_s \), is 6.04 km/s. Because the latter value is close to the theoretical sound speed along the [110] direction, we expect our single crystal [110] results to most closely match the experiment.

Sections (b) and (c) present results for MD simulations extended to higher laser intensities \( >10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), which have not yet been investigated experimentally. Under such high electric field strengths, it is expected that optical breakdown of the glass occurs, thereby preventing any laser energy transmission to the metal surface. Therefore MD simulations for the final two sections are done for free-standing Ni films, which should be used in future experiments at similar laser intensities.
boundary is inserted along the x axis. However, even in such cases, the shock wave remains elastic.

The rear surface displacement profiles of the Ni film upon reflection of the shock wave for both experiment and MD simulations are shown in Fig. 4 for two different thicknesses of film. The elastic shock waves simulated by MD arrive 4.6 and 4 ps earlier than the shock waves observed in experiment for 467 and 839-nm films, respectively. Also shown is the rear surface displacement profile from a 2T-HD simulation of a plastic shock wave in an 839-nm Ni film. The difference in arrival time for the plastic shock wave simulated by 2T-HD and experiment is ≈28 ps, whereas there is no significant difference in the shock amplitude. Such a discrepancy provides evidence that the shock waves observed in experiment were not overdriven plastic waves.

The acoustic approximation $u_p = u_f/2$ is used in shock compression experiments to obtain the particle velocity $u_p$ from the rear-surface velocity $u_f$ upon reflection of the shock wave. As a check on the accuracy of this approximation, the inverse transformation $u_f(t) = 2u_p(x/c_p)$ is applied to the simulated one-dimensional spatial profile of the particle velocity $u_p(x)$ of the shock wave arriving at the rear surface at $x = 0$. The transformed $u_f(x) \Rightarrow u_f(t)$ history for the MD simulation of an 839-nm film is shown in Fig. 5 alongside the rear-surface velocity profile obtained directly from simulation. Good agreement between these two profiles confirms that the acoustic approximation is valid for ultrashort shock waves having similar amplitudes.

In experiment, the shock velocity $u_s$ was determined via two methods: indirect - from a measurement of the maximum value of $u_p$, the corresponding $u_s$ being read from the appropriate branch of the $u_p$-$u_s$ Hugoniot; and direct - from the measured shock propagation time and the known thickness of the film. It is clear that the indirect method gives an instantaneous value for $u_s$ taken at the moment when the shock arrives at the rear surface, whereas the direct method yields an average velocity. For the indirect method, a linear fit to the rear-surface displacement data is first used to determine the maximum rear-surface velocity $u_f^{\text{max}}$, see Fig. 4. Then, using the acoustic approximation, the maximum value of $u_p = u_f^{\text{max}}/2$. For the case of the 839-nm film, the maximum values of $u_p$ obtained from experiment and MD simulation are 132 and 130 m/s, respectively. Using the experimental plastic branch of the $u_p$-$u_s$ Hugoniot $u_s = 4.60 + 1.437u_p$, the relevant plastic shock velocity is $u_f = 4.79$ km/s, which is well below the direct experimental measurement of 6.15 ± 0.39 km/s. Similar disagreement between the experimental values for $u_s$ determined using the direct and indirect methods is also found for the 250- and 467-nm films.

A way to resolve the contradiction between the two seemingly comparable methods for determining $u_s$ is suggested by our MD simulations: the shock waves observed in experiment are elastic despite having an amplitude an order of magnitude greater than those observed in piston-driven.
Therefore material near the surface, where overheating is large, melts more quickly than material lying farther away. The differences in melting times along the thickness of the sample results in:

\[ P_{\text{xx}} \approx \frac{1}{2} \rho_0 \theta \]

\[ \theta \approx 1.25, \text{ must be independent of } F_{\text{abs}}, \text{ whereas the width of the molten zone increases with deposited energy. In general,} \]

\[ \text{the thermodynamic properties at the melting front are uniquely determined by the melting line and the degree of overheating.} \]

\[ \text{Therefore, melting transitions follow a single trajectory on both } P-T \text{ and } \rho-T \text{ phase diagrams irrespective of laser fluence (see Sec. III C for details).} \]

\[ \text{For times } t > t_{\text{iso}}, \text{ shearing stresses become nonzero within the sample signaling the end of isochoric heating and the beginning of adiabatic heating associated with the propagation of the compression wave out of the liquid metal subsurface layer to the solid bulk of the film. Within several picoseconds after } t_{\text{iso}}, \text{ the dominant melting mechanism shifts from homogeneous nucleation to normal heterogeneous nucleation. The shift is associated with an appreciable deceleration of the melting front to subsonic velocities; see Fig. 6(a). Continued propagation of the compression wave into the solid causes the pressure at the melting front to rise, further reducing } \theta \text{ until it reaches its minimum value near unity [see temperature at } t = 23 \text{ ps in Fig. 6(b)]. At the point of maximum compression, the melting front has slowed to } \approx 30 \text{ m/s in the local coordinate system moving with material flow velocity. Adiabatic expansion associated with the rarefaction wave leads to an increase in } \theta \text{ near the melting front, which then begins to accelerate slowly in the reference frame of the moving material until reaching a nearly constant speed of } \approx 100 \text{ m/s between 35 and 50 ps; see Fig. 6(a). Not shown in the figure, after } t = 50 \text{ ps the melting front begins to decelerate, eventually stopping at 55 ps, and then reversing its motion during recrystallization.} \]

\[ \text{Although the pressure at the melting front at } t = t_{\text{iso}} \text{ is independent of } F_{\text{abs}}, \text{ the maximum pressure, which is attained inside the molten layer, increases with } F_{\text{abs}.} \text{ Thus, the amplitude of the compression wave emitted into the bulk} \]

\[ \text{is independent of } F_{\text{abs}} \text{, whereas the width of the molten zone increases with deposited energy. In general,} \]

\[ \text{the thermodynamic properties at the melting front are uniquely determined by the melting line and the degree of overheating.} \]

\[ \text{Therefore, melting transitions follow a single trajectory on both } P-T \text{ and } \rho-T \text{ phase diagrams irrespective of laser fluence (see Sec. III C for details).} \]

\[ \text{For times } t > t_{\text{iso}}, \text{ shearing stresses become nonzero within the sample signaling the end of isochoric heating and the beginning of adiabatic heating associated with the propagation of the compression wave out of the liquid metal subsurface layer to the solid bulk of the film. Within several picoseconds after } t_{\text{iso}}, \text{ the dominant melting mechanism shifts from homogeneous nucleation to normal heterogeneous nucleation. The shift is associated with an appreciable deceleration of the melting front to subsonic velocities; see Fig. 6(a). Continued propagation of the compression wave into the solid causes the pressure at the melting front to rise, further reducing } \theta \text{ until it reaches its minimum value near unity [see temperature at } t = 23 \text{ ps in Fig. 6(b)]. At the point of maximum compression, the melting front has slowed to } \approx 30 \text{ m/s in the local coordinate system moving with material flow velocity. Adiabatic expansion associated with the rarefaction wave leads to an increase in } \theta \text{ near the melting front, which then begins to accelerate slowly in the reference frame of the moving material until reaching a nearly constant speed of } \approx 100 \text{ m/s between 35 and 50 ps; see Fig. 6(a). Not shown in the figure, after } t = 50 \text{ ps the melting front begins to decelerate, eventually stopping at 55 ps, and then reversing its motion during recrystallization.} \]

\[ \text{Although the pressure at the melting front at } t = t_{\text{iso}} \text{ is independent of } F_{\text{abs}}, \text{ the maximum pressure, which is attained inside the molten layer, increases with } F_{\text{abs}.} \text{ Thus, the amplitude of the compression wave emitted into the bulk} \]
of the sample, which corresponds to roughly half of this maximum pressure, is strongly dependent on absorbed fluence. As an example, consider a simulation for $F_{\text{abs}} = 0.32$ J/cm$^2$. At $t = t_m$, the maximum pressure within the molten zone is in excess of 50 GPa, whereas at the melting front the pressure is significantly lower, $\approx 20$ GPa. Upon emission of the compression wave into the solid, the pressure at the melting front increases and reaches its maximum of $\approx 33$ GPa before rapidly decaying due to the coming rarefaction wave. As the amplitude of the compression wave is still below $P_{\text{HEL}}$, no plasticity develops within the sample, and a single elastic shock wave is formed. As in the case of the weak elastic shock wave described in the previous section, the time required for wave breaking is considerable, and a shock front does not form until the compression wave has propagated a distance of $\approx 600$ nm.

The purely elastic response continues up to a threshold absorbed fluence $F_{\text{th}} \approx 0.6$ J/cm$^2$, at which point a small amount of plastic deformation is observed at the edge of the melting front where the barrier for dislocation nucleation is lower than in the bulk. However, away from the melting front, a strong elastic shock wave develops with an amplitude $P_{\text{max}} \approx 48$ GPa $> P_{\text{HEL}}$. The absence of a secondary plastic front can be attributed to the extremely short duration of shock compression, where the lifetime of a material particle passing through the ultrashort shock wave is $\approx 20$ ps. Because no new dislocations can be generated during this time, the material remains in a metastable elastic state passing through the shock wave virtually unchanged. All such states that can be reached by shock compression lie on a continuation of the elastic branch of the Hugoniot above the HEL (see Fig. 2). As in the case of a weak elastic shock wave, the rarefaction tail causes the shock wave to attenuate during propagation. Immediately after the shock front forms, its velocity is $u_s = 7.81$ km/s. Upon reaching the rear side of the sample, $u_s$ drops to a final value of 7.58 km/s. During that time, the shock wave travels a distance of 400 nm. Assuming a constant attenuation rate, it would decay completely after propagating $\approx 7$ $\mu$m.

C. Split elastic and plastic shock waves

For absorbed fluences $> 0.6$ J/cm$^2$, the compression wave transmitted into the solid from the initial highly-pressurized liquid subsurface layer breaks into elastic and plastic shock waves. The $P$-$T$ progression at the melting front for several values of $F_{\text{abs}}$ above the threshold for plastic wave formation is shown in Fig. 7. Isochoric heating for times $\tau < t_a$ results in the same, almost vertical trajectory in the $P$-$T$ phase diagram for all considered fluences; see inset in Fig. 7. It is evident from the $P$-$T$ diagram that after isochoric heating the temperature at the melting front decreases slowly with time, while pressure rises due to passage of the compression wave. Although there is adiabatic heating of the material near the melting front as a result of the compression, the effect is strongly counteracted by propagation of the melting front into cooler parts of the sample.

The large increase in the melting temperature due to the increasing pressure results in a rapid deceleration of the melting front as shown by the dashed to solid line transition in the trajectory $M$ of the melting front in Fig. 8(b). The liquid and solid regions of the sample are differentiated using the

![FIG. 7. Fluence-independent $P$-$T$ progression of material at the melting front for three absorbed fluences above the threshold for the formation of split elastic and plastic shock waves. Solid curve is the simulated equilibrium melting line for Ni. Inset shows the same progression in $\rho$-$P$ space, where the initial density of the film is $\rho_0 = 8.9$ g/cc. Time increases from left to right.](image)
Laser fluence of 1 J/cm² through the film as a subsonic front. The trajectories of the elastic (ESW) and plastic (PSW) shock wave fronts are shown in both (a) and (b), while the melting front (M) is shown in (b) only. Pairs of acoustic waves are generated as a result of elastic-plastic transformation events that occur within the plastic front. The trajectories of two pairs of acoustic waves (out of many) are shown by the dotted lines in (a) originating from the plastic front decays, while the elastic-plastic transition layer (EP) continues to propagate within the plastic front. The trajectories of two pairs of acoustic waves (out of many) are shown by the dotted lines in (a) originating from the elastic-plastic transition layer (EP) continues to propagate through the film as a subsonic front.

Below this threshold, the amplitude of the elastic shock wave is strongly dependent on the absorbed fluence, as was discussed in the previous section.

The two independent processes of elastic and plastic wave breaking of the laser-induced compression wave are shown in Fig. 9 for a simulation at an absorbed laser fluence of 1.57 J/cm². Elastic and plastic wave breaking occur nearly simultaneously at $t = 14$ ps, though at distinct positions within the film, see Fig. 9. The leading elastic shock front (ESW) forms at the position $x = 200$ nm, and has an amplitude $P_{xx} = 30$ GPa. The plastic shock front (PSW) forms within the transition layer separating the elastic and plastically deformed regions of material located at $x = 160$ nm, where $P_{xx} = 64$ GPa. The trajectories of ESW and PSW are shown in Fig. 8. Material behind the plastic front is more disordered than either uncompressed or elastically-compressed material and can be identified by a reduction in the average local order parameter $Q_6$—the same parameter that is used to distinguish solid and liquid phases. In fact, $Q_6$ is sensitive enough to distinguish between uncompressed and elastically compressed materials. While $Q_6 = 0.5636$ is in uncompressed solid, in the elastically compressed material it is reduced to the range $0.54 \leq Q_6 \leq 0.56$, and in plastically deformed material it is further reduced to the range $0.45 \leq Q_6 \leq 0.522$. The color contrast between uncompressed, elastically compressed, and liquid regions of the sample can be seen clearly in Fig. 8(b).

Material passing through the elastic front is compressed to a point along the metastable extension of the elastic branch of the Hugoniot (see Fig. 2). Upon nearing the plastic front, the incoming elastic material is compressed even further, approaching the final pressure at the peak of the plastic shock wave. The gradient of pressure within this thin layer of overcompressed elastic material produces a compression wave that, because of its high speed, begins to separate from the plastic front. However, the overcompressed elastic material is highly unstable and, within a few picoseconds, dislocations nucleate, start to grow, and multiply. This elastic-plastic collapse is accompanied by a sudden release of shear stress and a drop in pressure, which in turn produces two oppositely-traveling rarefaction waves: one propagating within the plastically deformed material, and the other coupling to the remaining part of the overcompressed elastic wave, together forming a single triangle-shaped acoustic pulse that travels towards the leading elastic shock front.

The processes of overcompression of elastic material and elastic-plastic decay near the plastic front occur repeatedly as the shock wave propagates through the sample, thereby producing several backward-moving rarefaction and...
forward-moving acoustic pulses. A few acoustic pulses can be clearly seen in Fig. 9 within the profile corresponding to $t = 48$ ps. The trajectories of the first and last pairs of rarefaction and acoustic pulses are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 8(a). Such pairs of pulses originate at the point of elastic-plastic collapse, and then separate as the rarefaction pulse travels down the rarefaction tail of the ultrashort shock wave and the acoustic pulse travels towards the leading elastic front. Given enough time, the forward-moving acoustic pulses eventually merge with the leading elastic front, as shown by the right dotted line merging with the ESW trajectory; see Fig. 8(a). The formation of acoustic pulses is not a specific feature of ultrashort shock waves as it has already been observed in MD simulations of steady two-zone elastic-plastic shock waves.\(^{31}\)

Initially, the plastic front has a velocity almost equal to that of the elastic front, which is evident by the equal slopes of ESW and PSW in Fig. 8. However, due to a lack of supporting pressure, the plastic front attenuates in time. The process of attenuation is ongoing until $\approx 70$ ps when the plastic front decays completely. Its disappearance coincides with its amplitude dropping below 55 GPa, whereupon it emits a final acoustic pulse (AP), see Fig. 9. It is clear from the figure that AP has a higher amplitude than the leading elastic front and, given enough time, would reach it. The subsonic leftover from the decay of the plastic shock wave is not itself a wave, but instead is the separating layer between elastic and plastic regions of the film. Further propagation of this elastic-plastic transition layer (EP) can be attributed to the growth and multiplication of existing dislocations at the edge of the plastic zone, where material remains under shear stress produced by the leading elastic wave. Due to the relatively small thickness of the films used in our MD simulations, the motion of EP for times $> 120$ ps is complicated by reflection of the elastic shock wave from the rear surface. Nevertheless, EP finally stops due to relaxation of the shear stresses within the sample. The final position of EP within the sample is dependent on the time needed for the decay of the plastic shock wave, which in turn depends on the initial amplitude of the laser-induced compression wave. It follows that higher absorbed fluences will result in deeper penetration of plastic deformation inside the film.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

The results of MD simulations of ultrashort shock waves in Ni films combined with the analysis of the experiments in Ref. 7 performed in this work unambiguously demonstrate that the shock waves observed in these experiments were elastic despite amplitudes far exceeding the conventional value for the HEL of $\sim 0.1$ GPa measured in experiments of split shock waves in millimeter-thick samples or larger. This conclusion has been reached based on the following facts: (a) shock velocities $u_s$ directly measured in experiment are in good agreement with those obtained indirectly using knowledge of the piston velocity $u_p$ and elastic branch of the Hugoniot; (b) shock-wave attenuation is a minor effect and cannot account for the large discrepancy between direct measurements of $u_s$ and indirect determination of $u_s$ using the plastic branch of the $u_p$-$u_s$ Hugoniot, as was done in Ref. 7; and (c) if it were an overdriven plastic shock wave of similar amplitude, then it would arrive at the rear surface much later relative to both MD simulations and experiment, as was shown by 2T-HD simulations.

The high elastic amplitudes of the ultrashort shock waves observed in Ni extend the already well-established picture of time-dependent elastic-plastic transformations\(^{38,39}\) to the picosecond time scale. Under such fast loading conditions, the relaxation process in our simulated single-crystal Ni samples, within which there are no pre-existing dislocation sources, is homogeneous dislocation nucleation. The critical shear stress for this process is $\tau_{cr} \approx G/10$, where $G$ is the shear modulus. Because $\tau_{cr}$ is much larger than the critical shear stress required for the multiplication of pre-existing dislocations, the dislocation-free material is able to withstand substantial deformations without plasticity. To obtain an estimate of the characteristic time for homogeneous dislocation nucleation $\tau_p$ in Ni under conditions similar to the ultrashort shock waves observed in our MD simulations, an ensemble of NVE reference systems is used to represent the uniaxially compressed material behind the elastic front.\(^{31}\) As for shocked material, the vacancy concentration of 0.1% was present in the reference systems. Taking $P_{xx} = 50.6$ GPa, shear stress $\tau = 17.7$ GPa, and temperature $T = 425$ K, as input parameters for one set of reference system calculations, $\tau_p \approx 10$ ps; whereas at $P_{xx} = 50.0$ GPa, $\tau = 17.3$ GPa, and at $T = 425$ K, $\tau_p \approx 30$ ps. Simulations within the split wave regime confirm the latter value of $P_{xx}$, as they display homogeneous dislocation nucleation at shock pressures greater than 50 GPa and no dislocation nucleation at smaller shock wave intensities. Because the total loading-unloading time $t_c = 10–20$ ps for the ultrashort shock waves in our MD simulations matches the characteristic time of homogeneous dislocation nucleation, it becomes clear why there is the sudden onset of plasticity at such high shock intensities.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

By directly comparing our shock-wave velocities and rear-surface displacement profiles obtained from our MD and 2T-HD simulations to those obtained in experiment,\(^{7}\) we showed that ultrashort shock waves generated by low-intensity femtosecond laser pulses in Ni films propagate as elastic waves with pressure exceeding, by an order of magnitude, the pressure within the elastic precursors observed in piston-driven and nanosecond laser shock compression experiments.\(^{1–4}\) The same high-pressure elastic behavior has also been found in micrometer-thick Al films in recent laser-based shock compression experiment\(^{12,14,15,17}\) and MD simulations.\(^{19}\)

Furthermore, our MD simulations show a purely elastic response for absorbed fluences up to the threshold fluence of 0.6 J/cm\(^2\), beyond which the ultrashort shock wave splits into elastic and plastic components. Because the shock wave generated by a femtosecond laser pulse is unsupported, the plastic front attenuates with propagation distance. Once the amplitude of the plastic front drops below the critical pressure of 50 GPa, it decays into an elastic wave, leaving behind a sample in which only a partial region is plastically deformed. We suggest the use of this property of ultrashort shock waves in future laser-driven shock compression experiments.
to manually control the depth of plastic deformations inside an irradiated metal sample by changing the intensity of the incident laser pulse.
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